Abstract. Sleep and wake EEG have some differences. After studying their brain waves and calculating the sign series entropy, we use the T test for the detection of sleep and wake EEG data to figure out whether they are different. After beta waves being filtered out by the filter, we calculate the entropy of the sign series. The results of T test show that the beta waves in the state of sleep and wake are different.
Introduction
When a person is awake, the frequency of the brain is basically in the state of beta waves [1] [2] [3] [4] . With the enhancement of the beta waves, the body gradually gets more nervous. In the body, the proper beta waves have a positive effect on the development of attention and cognitive behavior. When people sleep, beta waves weakened, people gradually show the state of relaxation. Through the study of the beta EEG analysis, we can distinguish that people are awake or asleep [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Method of sign series entropy
The calculation of sign series entropy [5] is first to carry out symbolic sequence. In order to represent the potential changes of the original EEG signals, its symbolic process is : Figure 1 : symbolic process of EEG signals R (J) =0、1、2 represent the electric potential. The three numbers in the sign series do not have a numerical value, but are the symbols of the three directional information. In order to show the regularity of the sign series,we construct vector sequence with the width d: When the width is d , the models of continuous change are 3 d .For example, when d is 2, the models are 00、01、02、10、11、12、20、21and22. D k indicates the number of times that the models appear and the probability of each model is Pk, which are shown in the following formula and figure:
Figure 2: probability distribution of 9 models According to the probability of each model, we can calculate the entropy:
Numerical analysis
We divide collected EEG signals into 8 groups of sleep and 8 groups of wake. The width is 2. We apply sign series entropy to the original EEG signals data for research. According to independent sample T test, we can draw the obvious difference between the sleep entropy and wake entropy. Then we divid the 8 groups of sleep and 8 groups of wake EEG data into 3 data segments whose length is 2000. After filtering out the beta component of each data segment by the filter ,we return it to the time domain.We apply sign series entropy to the beta component again. Results are shown in the following table: probability distribution in 9 models probability of wake state probability of sleep state By using the independent samples T test for the data in the table above, we can conclude that there is a certain difference between the sleep beta component and wake beta component. Therefore, we can get the result that beta waves based on sign series entropy can effectively distinguish sleep and wake state .
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose sign series entropy and apply it to sleep and wake EEG analysis.The studies of this paper are based on each group whose length is 2000.We can calculate SSE values from 8 groups of sleep and 8 groups of wake EEG data.The SSE values are analyzed and the independent sample T test is carried out by filtering .The result of the studies shows that the values of SSE are different and it can effectively distinguish the EEG signals of beta waves in the state of sleep and wake.
